
 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Morning English 

Morning Routine     

Daily review and fact sheet 

 

 

Grammar  

Complete ‘Finding  

Adjectives’ sheet 1 

 

 

Reading  

Prepare activity 

 

 

Writing 

Draw and explain the 

block planner for a      

warning tale (refer to video 

uploaded onto Google 

Classroom).  

Fill in a character            

description sheet for a 

praying mantis as the main 

character. 

English 

Morning Routine 

Daily review and fact 

sheet 

 

Grammar 

Complete ‘Finding  

Adjectives’ sheet 2 

 

 

Reading 

Guided activity 

 

 

Writing 

Draw and explain block 

planner for a warning tale. 

To get a better under-

standing of your character 

fill in the character profile 

sheet. This will give more 

information about the 

character that you made 

previously. 

 

 

 

English 

Morning Routine 

Daily review and fact sheet 

 

 

Grammar 

Complete ‘Finding  

Adjectives’ sheet 3 

 

 

Reading 

Vocabulary activity 

 

 

Writing 

Write an introductory     

paragraph on your     

warning tale that            

introduces your setting (the 

time and place) and your 

character. Make sure that 

the setting matches a 

praying mantis’               

environment. 

English 

Morning Routine 

Daily review and fact sheet 

 

 

Punctuation 

Complete ‘Correct the 

Punctuation’ sheet 1 

 

 

Reading 

Follow Up activity 

 

 

Writing 

Write an introductory     

paragraph on your       

warning tale that               

introduces your setting (the 

time and place) and your 

character. This time use  

different adjectives to    

describe your character 

and the setting. 

English 

Morning Routine 

Daily review and fact sheet 

 

 

Punctuation 

Complete ‘Correct the 

Punctuation’ sheet 2 

 

 

Reading 

Literacy Pro or  attached 

independent reading sheet 

(Cat Alarm). 

 

Writing 

Proofreading and editing. 

Reread your paragraph. 

Have an older family mem-

ber read it as well. Fix any 

spelling, punctuation or 

grammar errors. Rewrite 

your story if there were   

errors, then practice typing 

it on a computer. 

Year 3: Term 2, Week 2 Learning Grid 



Middle Maths 

Geometry 

Complete attached ‘Prisms’ 

sheet. 

 

 

 

Maths 

Addition and Subtraction 

Practise 3 addition and 3 

subtraction questions from 

your level . 

Attempt the addition/

subtraction problem solving 

questions attached. 

Maths 

Statistics and Probability 

Complete attached 

‘Presenting Data’  sheet. 

Maths 

Place Value 

Practise place value 

questions from your  

level. 

Attempt the place    

value problem solving 

questions attached. 

Maths 

Place Value 

Complete ‘Place Value 

Challenge’ sheets. 

 

Afternoon HSIE 

Log into Inquisitive: 

http://inq.co/class/hsb 

Class code: 6846 

 

Lesson 2– Types of Climates 

Complete attached activi-

ties  

 

Science and Technology 

Log into Inquisitive: 

http://inq.co/class/hsb 

Class code: 6846 

 

Lesson 2– The Power of  

Sunlight 

Complete attached activi-

ties 

Handwriting 

Complete handwriting 

sheet 

PDHPE 

Physical Activity 

PE Activity 1: Throwing 

Golf  

AND/ OR  

Choose to complete 

physical activity of your 

choice such as a sports 

game or riding your 

bike with your family. 

CAPA 

Lesson 2: Rhino Silhouette 

in Africa 

(Lesson description is        

attached) 

Every day: 

 Read for at least 20 minutes. Record the title of the text you read in the attached reading log. 

 Do some physical activity at least 30 minutes each day. 



Reading Activities 

Use the attached text ‘The Little Red Riding Hood’ text and complete following activities over the week. 

Monday- Prepare  

 Read ‘The Little Red Riding Hood’ and highlight text clues you can use to make inferences. Complete the prepare sheet titled 

‘Making Inferences’. 

Tuesday - Guided  

Reread ‘The Little Red Riding Hood’ and answer the attached comprehension questions. 

Wednesday– Vocabulary 

Complete vocabulary sheet by matching the pictures to the character traits. Next, write some sentences using 3 or more of the 

words. 

Thursday– Follow Up 

Read Little Red Riding Hood again this time practicing your fluency and expression while reading. Now you need to make some 

inferences about the characters traits based on their actions. You can learn some new character traits from your vocabulary    

activity. 

Friday-Literacy Pro or text titled ‘Cat Alarm’ 

Read text and answer the comprehension questions. 



Year 3 Google Classroom Codes 

3D 6twr55w 

3H pvn6kds 

3K elh4slb 

3M zwxqrjq 

3W srrujaq 
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How to log onto  
Google Classroom  

from the
Google Chrome browser

a desktop computer  
or Android device

Acknowledgement:
This document was adapted and extended from a document created and generously shared by Peter Brock from Lindfield Public School. Thank you Peter!  
Additional authors: Helen Thomas from Earlwood Public School and Sarah Kennedy from Oatley Public School

1. On a desktop computer or Android  
device (e.g. Samsung tablet), open the 
Google Chrome browser*.

2. Navigate to the below website for the
NSW Department of Education Portal

https://education.nsw.gov.au/
*If you do not have Google Chrome installed as a browser, this can be easily installed by typing ‘Google Chrome’ into  
your search engine and follow the prompts to install. It is always preferable to use the Google Chrome browser when  
using Google tools.  
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95346?co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop&hl=en
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education.nsw.gov.au
1. Click

2. Student portal

Log into the  
Student  
portal by  

following the  
steps to the  

right:

A reminder:
the username you use to  

log onto the school’s  
computers

firstname.lastname and  
number if you have one

eg joe.blogs123

joe.blogs123

…...

For example:
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Click  
‘I Agree’

Click on ‘Show more’ in the Learning section
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Click Google Apps for Education

Click on ‘G Suite  
(Google Apps for Education)
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If this is the first time you  
have used a Google app  
with your school Google  

account, you will also see  
this page.

Click the Accept button to  
continue

Note: Sometimes  
this step does not  
appear; however, it  
may appear at  
another login  
session.

Click on Classroom
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If this is the first time you have  
used Google Classroom a  
prompt will display with your  
school email address

(firstname.lastname@education.nsw.gov.au)

Click CONTINUE

1

If you share your device with  
siblings that also have Google  
Classroom you may have to click  
the down arrow(1) to add another  
account(2) if the name displayed  
is not your username.

firstname.lastname@education.nsw.gov.au

Skip to slide 14 if you see your email  
address.

2
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Type your email address  
and then click next.

firstname.lastname@education.nsw.gov.au

firstname.lastname@education.nsw.gov.au

You should now  
see your email  
address. Click  
continue.
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If this is the first time  
you have used Google  
Classroom then you  
will see this screen

Click I’M ASTUDENT

Click the plus sign to join a  
class with the classroom code.
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Type the class code provided  
by your teacher or school.
Note: Look closely at the  
classroom code as the letter o  
and the number 0 can look  
similar. If the code is entered  
incorrectly, you will need to try  
again and look more closely  
at the code.

Type your classroom  
code and then  
click ‘ Join’.

Please note this classroom is for training purposes and does not appear for students who are not  
part of this classroom.

If you joined your  
online classroom,  
you will be  
presented with the  
name of the  
classroom. It will  
also display your  
teacher’s name.
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You should now be in your personal  
Google Classroom and see all of the  
separate Google Classroom sessions  

that you are a member of



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Morning Routine Daily Fact Sheet – Read the information about 

the praying mantis from your ‘100 Days of Learning’ morning 

routine sheet and write at least 1 new fact every day. 

Monday 

Thursday 

Friday 

See how much you remember! 

On Friday, use a blank piece of paper to record everything you know and learnt 

about praying mantises over the week. Remember to try your best not to look 

at this fact sheet when you do this. 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 



Morning Routine Daily Review  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are learning:  

Facts about Minibeasts 

To get ideas for writing  

New vocabulary  

To write and punctuate sentences 
 

For Morning Routine you should do the 
following every day: 

Write the short date 

Write the long date 

Write what the date will be next week, next 
fortnight and next month. 

Look up the weather and climate 

Write facts on Praying Mantis (use daily fact 
sheet) 

Talk to a family member using full sentences 
about new facts that you have learnt. 



 

 



Monday 

100 Days of Learning Morning Routine Information sheet

 

 

 

 



 Tuesday 100 Days of Learning Morning Routine Information sheet 

 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday 

100 Days of Learning Morning Routine Information sheet 

 

 

 

 



Thursday 

100 Days of Learning Morning Routine Information sheet

 

 



Finding Adjectives 

1.	 The	cat	is	pretty.

2.	 I	have	long	legs.

3.	 She	found	a	shiny	shell.

4.	 The	happy	penguin	looked	up.

5.	 The	big	elephant	drank	water.	

6.	 The	dog	had	fluffy	fur.

Now,	choose	three	of	the	sentences	above	and	rewrite	them	below,	changing	
the	adjectives	to	make	them	more	exciting.
Example:		The	cat	is	beautiful.

Read	the																	
sentences	and	circle	
the	adjective	in	each	

of	them.	

Page	1	of	3



Finding Adjectives 

1.	 The	cat	had	pretty	eyes.

2.	 Mark	has	long	legs.

3.	 She	cut	her	hand	on	the	rough	log.

4.	 The	shiny	diamond	sparkled	in	the	bright	sun.

5.	 The	calm	penguin	looked	around	the	pebbly	beach.	

6.	 The	huge	elephant	drank	from	the	murky	waterhole.

7.	 The	small	dog	has	fluffy,	brown	fur.

Now,	choose	five	of	the	sentences	above	and	rewrite	them	below,	changing	
the	adjectives	to	make	them	more	exciting.
Example:		The	cat	had	attractive	eyes.

Read	the																	
sentences	and	circle	
the	adjectives	in	
each	of	them.	

Page	2	of	3



Finding Adjectives 
1.	 The	cat	had	beautiful,	green	eyes.
2.	 Mark	the	spider	has	eight	long	legs.
3.	 She	laughed	excitedly	at	the	funny,		
	 foolish	clown.
4.	 The	shiny	diamond	glistened	in	the	bright	sun.
5.	 The	black	and	white	penguin	waddled	calmly	around	the		
	 pebbly	beach.
6.	 The	furry,	adorable	dog	wagged	his	stubby	tail	at	the		 	
	 postman.	
7.	 She	won	an	impressive	prize	for	being	an	inspiring,		 	
	 remarkable	scientist.
8.		 She	won	a	prize	for	being	an	extremely	clever	scientist.

Read	the																	
sentences	and	circle	
the	adjectives	in	
each	of	them.	

Now	rewrite	all	of	the	sentences	below.	Add	more	detail	by	extending	the	
sentences	or	adding	in	another	adjective	to	make	them	more	exciting.	
Example:		The	cat	had	beautiful,	green	eyes	and	a	gorgeous	tail.

Page	3	of	3



Prepare – Read text and highlight text clues you can use to make 

inferences and complete the prepare making inferences worksheet. 

 



Prepare – After reading Little Red Riding Hood, use the text clues and 

background knowledge to make inferences about what is happening 

in the story with the characters. Think about their actions!  



Follow up  - Read Little Red Riding Hood again. Now you need to make some inferences about the characters traits based 

on their actions. You can learn some new character traits from your vocabulary activity.



Vocabulary - match the pictures to the character traits and write a sentence using 

3 of the words 



Character Description
My character's name is:  

Circle some words that 
describe your character:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write some sentences about your character:

bold   friendly   fierce
clever   kind   beautiful   
caring   rude   unkind   
angry   furious   calm
moody   shy   smart   

handsome   helpful   honest
happy   ugly   wicked
nasty   scary   pretty
cross   polite   grumpy   

horrible   mean



Character Profile

My character looks like…

My character’s personality is… My character changes because…

My character’s actions are…

visit twinkl.com



35ACMMG063 Shape MA2-14MG 3D Space 1 • Compare and describe features of prisms. • Identify and name 3D objects as prisms.

	f

	e

1	 Name	the	shape	of	each	orange	face.

	 A	 _____________________________________		 B	 _____________________________________	

	 C	 _____________________________________		 D	 _____________________________________	

	 E	 _____________________________________		 F	 _____________________________________	

2	 Use	the	face	name	to	name	each	prism.	

	 A	 _____________________________________		 B	 _____________________________________	

	 C	 _____________________________________		 D	 _____________________________________	

	 E	 _____________________________________		 F	 _____________________________________	

3	 How	many	faces	has	each	prism?	Remember	that	you	can’t	see	them	all.

	 A	 ________________	 B	 ________________		 C	 _________________

	 D	 ________________	 E	 ________________		 F	 _________________		

4	 What	shape	are	all	the	faces	that	aren’t	ends?	_____________________________________

5	 What	is	a	prism?	_____________________________________________________________________________________

	 _________________________________________________________________________________________________________		

Triangular prism

A B

C D
E F

Prisms:
• have two matching 

ends
• all other faces are 

rectangles
• are named by 

the shape of the 
matching ends.

PrismsPrismsLab 3Lab 3 
3D 3D objects



ACMMG063 Shape MA2-14MG 3D Space 1 • Compare and describe features of pyramids. • Identify and name 3D objects as pyramids or prisms.36

1	 Name	these	pyramids.	

	 a	 	 b	 	 c	 	

	 	 ___________________	 	 ___________________	 	 ___________________	 	

	 	 ___________________	 	 ___________________	 	 ___________________	 	 	

2	 Circle	the	pyramids.	Draw	a	square	around	the	prisms.	

	 		A																					B																					C																					D																					E

	 a	 How	many	faces	has	shape	D?	_____________			 b		shape	A?	_____________		

	 c	 Which	picture	shows	a	square	pyramid?	_____________		

	 d	 Which	picture	shows	a	rectangular	prism?	_____________		

3 Draw	each	face.

Pyramids:
• have one base
• all other faces are  

triangles
• are named by the  

shape of the base.

PyramidsPyramids
3D objects

Challenge!	How	many	everyday	items	can	you	name	that	are	
pyramid-shaped	or	triangular	prisms?



37ACMMG063 Shape MA2-14MG 3D Space 1 • Compare and describe features of cones, cylinders and spheres. 
• Identify and name 3D objects as cones, cylinders and spheres.

Cones, cylinders and spheresCones, cylinders and spheres

cylinder cone sphere

1 Name	three	things	that	are	cylinders.

 a	 ______________________________	 	b	______________________________	 c	______________________________

2 Name	three	things	that	are	cones.

 a	 ______________________________	 	b	______________________________	 c	______________________________

3 Name	three	things	that	are	spheres.

 a	 ______________________________	 	b	______________________________	 c	______________________________

4 Which	object	above	can	be	most	easily	stacked?	_____________________________________________

 Why?	________________________________________________________________________________________________

5 

	 Am	I	A,	B	or	C?
 a	 I	have	one	curved	surface	and	1	flat	surface.	______________________________	

	 b	 I	have	only	one	surface.	______________________________

	 c	 I	have	2	flat	surfaces	and	1	curved	surface.	______________________________	 	

6 How	many	surfaces	has		A?	______________		B?	______________		C?	______________

7 Draw	the	view	from	the:

A B C

Top Side

A B C A B C

3D objects
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Problem solvingProblem solving How can you make prisms?
1	 Write	the	time	when	you	start	this	page,	using	‘to’	or	‘past’.	_______________________________

2	 Make	a	prism.	Choose	from	the	following	ways.	
	 Use	pattern	blocks.
	 Use	paper.
	 Use	clay	or	another	solid	material.

3	 Describe	what	you	did	and	how	you	did	it.	Draw	it.

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________________

	 _______________________________________________________________________________________________

4 Draw	your	prism	from	a	different	view.	

5	 What	did	you	find	out	about	prisms?

	 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

	 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

6	 Write	the	time	when	you	finished	working	on	this	page.	_______________________

	 How	long	were	you	working	on	this	page?	_______________________

ACMMG063 Shape MA2-14MG 3D Space 1 • Make models of prisms.
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Lesson 2 Types of ClimateUnit 3 Climate of Places

Year 3 / 4 Geography   Places are Similar and Different © Inquisitive Pty Ltd.

Are all climate types the same?
Did you know that the weather can affect how you feel? Rainy days can make
some people feel grumpy because they like it to be sunny. Some people like
rainy days and don’t like it when it’s hot.

What climate type are you?
To discover your weather personality, colour the picture you like best in each row. 
Write the letter in the answer box. Then check the answers and see if you agree.
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Lesson 2 Types of ClimateUnit 3 Climate of Places

Year 3 / 4 Geography   Places are Similar and Different © Inquisitive Pty Ltd.

Warm, sunny weather brings out the best 
in you. You feel happy and less angry on 
days with more sunshine and heat. Rainy 
days dampen your spirits.

You get grouchy when it turns warm and 
sunny. A dull day makes you feel upbeat. 
A little rain gives your mood a boost.

You love the sound of the rain on the roof. 
Rain makes you feel cosy inside. You like 
to snuggle up and read a book. When 
it stops raining you like to splash in the 
puddles. You love the fresh smell of the 
earth after it rains.

Cold weather is relaxing for you. A blanket 
or hot drink always makes you feel good. 
You enjoy cuddles. The weather will never 
stop you from playing outside.

Weather doesn’t bother you. Rain, shine, 
hot or cold – you calmly keep going. 
You least like cool, cloudy days but you 
never let the weather stop you from doing 
anything.

Answers

Mostly A

Mostly B

Mostly C

Mostly D

Mostly E
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Lesson 2 Types of ClimateUnit 3 Climate of Places

Year 3 / 4 Geography   Places are Similar and Different © Inquisitive Pty Ltd.

2

3

4

5

Now you know your weather type, you might like to know which place 
has the best climate for you to live. 

A Temperate climate is warm in summer and cold in winter. 
It rains on and off all year. There are no extremes of weather.

A Tropical climate is hot and humid. It is warm all year and has a lot of rain.

A Desert climate does not get much rain. It is very hot in the day and 
cold at night.

Look at your climate zone map of Australia.

Which climate zone would be the hottest?

Which climate zone would be the wettest?

Which climate zone would be the most mild (not very hot or cold or wet)? 

Which climate zone would have snow? 

Each state can have more than one climate zone.

Which states have a Temperate Zone?       

Which states have a Desert Zone?

Which states have a Tropical Zone?

The Temperate Zone has four seasons. Can you name them?

How long would each season last? 

The Tropical Zone has two seasons. Can you name them?

How long would each season last?

b

a

c

d

a

b

c

a

b

a

b
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Lesson 2 Types of ClimateUnit 3 Climate of Places

Year 3 / 4 Geography   Places are Similar and Different © Inquisitive Pty Ltd.

6

7

Go to the website created by the Australian Government to find out more 
information about the weather. Look at the Climate Averages Map. 
Find your town or city

What is the highest temperature?

What is the lowest temperature?

Find a place in a climate zone where you would like to live. 

Talk to your partner, group or class about the weather there.

Facts about weather and climate are often given in a graph. A Climate Graph 
shows the high and low temperature, and the rainfall over a long time.

Look at the Climate Graph for Sydney. The columns are the rainfall. The 
lines are the temperature.

Which month had the most rain? 

Which month had the least rain?

What are the two hottest months?

What are the two coldest months?

Check your answers are correct. 

What is the largest desert in the world? It’s not the Sahara. The answer may 
surprise you. Why is it considered a desert? 

b

a

a

c

b

a

8

d

9
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Climate Zone Map of Australia (use for question 2) 

 



L.I. to add and subtract three and four-digit numbers using place value. 
 

PROBLEM SOLVING  

Choose your level (a, b or c), remember to follow the problem 

solving steps and show your working out. 

 

a) In a school choir there were 164 boys and 278 girls.  

How many children? 

 

 

b) In a school choir there were 686 boys and 878 girls.  

How many children? 

 

 

c) In a school choir there were 586 boys and 766 girls. 

237 more children joined.  

How many children? 

 

a) Adela added 2 three-digit numbers together and got 815.  

What might the numbers be? 

 

 

b) Adela added 2 three-digit numbers together and got 1156.  

What might the numbers be? 

 

 

c) Adela added 2 three-digit numbers together, then subtracted a three-digit 

number and got 1153.  

What might the numbers be? 



L.I. to add and subtract three and four-digit numbers using place value. 
 

a) Altogether Mahmoud and Jill collected 384 cans. Jill collected 136 more cans 

than Mahmoud. How many cans did Mahmoud collect? 

 

 

b) Altogether Mahmoud and Jill collected 786 cans. Jill collected 248 cans.  

How many cans did Mahmoud collect?  

 

 

c) Altogether Mahmoud and Jill collected 1274 cans. Jill collected 3168 cans.  

How many cans did Mahmoud collect? 

 

 

a) The fruit shop has 145 fewer apples than oranges. The fruit shop has 312 

oranges. 

How many apples does the fruit shop have? 

 

 

b) The fruit shop has 876 fewer apples than oranges. The fruit shop has 1423 

oranges. 

How many apples does the fruit shop have? 

 

 

c) The fruit shop has 687 fewer apples than oranges, and 358 more bananas than 

apples. The fruit shop has 1336 oranges. 

How many apples does the fruit shop have? 

 

How many bananas does the fruit shop have? 
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Unit 1 The Sun, Earth and Moon Lesson 2 The Power of Sunlight

Year 3 / 4 Science Earth and Space Sciences © Inquisitive Pty Ltd.

How does the power of the Sun  
affect us on Earth?

 Look at the colour picture.  
What do you see, think and wonder?

1

I see

I think I wonder
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Unit 1 The Sun, Earth and Moon Lesson 2 The Power of Sunlight

Year 3 / 4 Science Earth and Space Sciences © Inquisitive Pty Ltd.

 Read the eBook The Power of Sunlight. 

What are some facts that stuck in your mind about the power of sunlight? 
Write them below and share with a buddy.

2

3

S u n l i g h t  t a ke s  
 m i n u t e s  

t o  re a c h  E a r t h .
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Unit 1 The Sun, Earth and Moon Lesson 2 The Power of Sunlight

Year 3 / 4 Science Earth and Space Sciences © Inquisitive Pty Ltd.

How can we see and feel the Sun’s energy on Earth?

 With a buddy, look at the pictures and chat about the questions.

Buddy Brainstorm some more ways we can see and feel the Sun’s power. 
Write them below.

4
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Unit 1 The Sun, Earth and Moon Lesson 2 The Power of Sunlight

Year 3 / 4 Science Earth and Space Sciences © Inquisitive Pty Ltd.

Take a walk around the playground to draw or photograph  
more evidence (proof) of the Sun’s power. 

Record them below.

5

Quisi Quisi

Quisi Quisi
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Unit 1 The Sun, Earth and Moon Lesson 2 The Power of Sunlight

Year 3 / 4 Science Earth and Space Sciences © Inquisitive Pty Ltd.

What does sunlight do to our bodies?

 Visit these websites for some information.

Use the thinking hats to organise your thoughts.

6

What good things does the Sun do to our bodies?

What bad things does the Sun do to our bodies?

How does sunlight make you feel?
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Unit 1 The Sun, Earth and Moon Lesson 2 The Power of Sunlight

Year 3 / 4 Science Earth and Space Sciences © Inquisitive Pty Ltd.

 Watch the video SunSmart.

What did the song encourage us to do?

Think of some interesting ways you could encourage others to be Sun smart. 
Draw and write your ideas below.

7

8
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Unit 1 The Sun, Earth and Moon Lesson 2 The Power of Sunlight

Year 3 / 4 Science Earth and Space Sciences © Inquisitive Pty Ltd.

It’s a fact! The Sun’s light  
creates heat. 

Why is it then, on Earth, when  
you get closer to the Sun, it gets  
colder? Write an explanation.

9



94

1	 Some	friends	drew	a	picture	graph	of	
the	fish	they	caught.

	 a	 How	many	people	went	fishing?	______

	 b	 How	many	fish	did	Julio	catch?	______

	 c	 Who	caught	the	most	fish?	
	 	 __________________

	 d	 Who	caught	twice	as	many	
	 fish	as	Arthur?		 __________________

	 e	 How	many	fish	were	caught	
	 altogether?	 ______

	 f	 Who	said	this?	“I	caught	more	fish	
	 than	Julio,	but	fewer	than	Mary.”__________________

Presenting dataPresenting data

Key													=	2	fish

Arthur Conn Mary Tessie Julio

Lab 3Lab 3 
jetpack jenny

2	 Mary	decided	to	show	the	information	as	a	column	graph.	She	drew	this.

	 ___________________

	 ___________________

	 ___________________

	 ___________________

	 ___________________

	 a	 Complete	the	column	graph	by	writing	the	name	of	each	person.

	 b	 Write	a	title	on	the	graph.	 c	 Write	the	missing	label.

3	 Conn	said	he	would	write	a	table	for	the	information.

	 a	 Complete	the	table	for	Conn.

	 b	 In	which	order	did	he	write	the	names	of	the	
	 people	who	went	fishing?	_______________________

	 	 ______________________________________________________

	 	 ______________________________________________________

0 109753 86421

Label:	

Mary

Title:	

Name	 Number	of	fish	caught
Arthur
Julio
Conn
Mary
Tessie

7

ACMSP070 Data MA2-18SP Data 1 • Interpret data presented in a simple picture graph. • Represent the same data using another type of display.

Picture  
graphs
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Drawing a column graphDrawing a column graph

1	 Eight	children	have	heavy	school	bags.
Their	teacher	weighs	each	bag	using	books.

	 a	 How	heavy	is	Roger’s	bag?	____________			books

	 b	 Who	has	the	heaviest	bag?	__________________			

	 c	 Who	has	the	lightest	bag?	__________________			

	 d	 Which	two	bags	have	the	same	mass?	

	 	 ___________________			and	___________________		

	 e	 Write	the	three	students	with	the	heaviest	bags	
	 from	lightest	to	heaviest.	

	 	 ___________________			,	___________________		,	___________________

	 f	 Whose	bag	is	heavier	than	George’s,	but	lighter		

	 	 than	Bruce’s?	__________________	

	 g	 What	is	the	mass,	in	books,	of	Peter’s	bag	and	Roger’s	bag	together?	_________________	

Amanda’s	bag	(A)	=	8	books

Bruce’s	bag	(B)	 =	12	books

Roger’s	bag	(R)		 =	10	books

Jan’s	bag	(S)		 =	14	books

Peter’s	bag	(P)		 =	7	books

George’s	bag	(G)		 =	9	books

Michelle’s	bag	(M)	=	8	books

Timothy’s	bag	(T)		=	15	books

2	 a	 Make	a	column	graph	by	colouring	
	 the	spaces.

	 b	 Write	in	the	vertical	scale.

	 c	 Write	a	title	for	your	graph.

3	 True	or	False?

	 a	 Jan’s	bag	is	twice	as	heavy	as	
	 Peter’s	bag.	______________

	 b	 Roger’s	bag	is	lighter	than	George’s	
	 bag.	______________

	 c	 Timothy’s	bag	has	the	same	mass	
	 as	Michelle’s	bag	and	Peter’s	bag		
	 together.	______________

	 d	 Three	students	have	bags	lighter	
	 than	Roger’s	bag.	______________

Title:	

A 	 B 	 R 	 J 	 P 	 G 	 M 	 T
Students

M
as

s	
in

	b
oo

ks

4	 Amanda	complained	that	girls’	bags	are	heavier	than	boys’	bags.

	 a	 Is	this	true?	______________					b		Explain.	___________________________________________________

Draw	a	diagram Find	another	way	to	present	this	information.

ACMSP070 Data MA2-18SP Data 1 • Interpret data presented in a simple table. • Represent the same data using another type of display.

Data



Handwriting Sheet - Wednesday 

Anzac Day is a day of remembrance that takes place on 
25th April in Australia and New Zealand. It honours 
members of the Australian and New Zealand Army Corps 
(Anzacs), who have lost their lives in conflict. 

 

The Australian and New Zealand Army Corps landed at 
Gallipoli in Turkey on 25th April 1915. This was the first 
major combat of the First World War for these two 
countries. Its aim was to defeat Turkey, an ally of Germany, 
as quickly as possible; however, this proved to be very difficult 
as the Battle of Gallipoli was a long, brutal eight-month 
battle. 

 

There were many causalities during the Battle of Gallipoli. 
Over 8000 Australia soldiers and more than 2500 New 
Zealander soldiers lost their lives. Even though the mission 
was not successful, the bravery and determination shown by 
the Anzacs has made the Battle of Gallipoli a significant event 
in Australian history. 
 

Now write these paragraphs on the next page in your best handwriting. 



                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    



                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                    
 

                                                     



Correct the Sentence Punctuation

1. my brother’s dog is called tess

 

2. on sunday she went to the park

 

3. the titanic sank in 1912

 

4. toby and mark are going to spain in march

 

5. martha took her children to the zoo yesterday

 

6. when i go to the shop, i will get some crisps

 

7. sameera and i are going to town on friday

 

8. did you sell buns at the fair

 

9. my mum has a cat he is called tom

 

10. have you got a dress for the prom

 

Write the correct sentence underneath by adding in capital letters, full stops and 
question marks.

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/ks1-english-2014-year-2-writing-vocabulary-grammar-and-punctuation/ks1-english-2014-year-2-writing-vocabulary-grammar-and-punctuation-learn-how-to-use-grammar-for-year-2-in-english-appendix-2/ks1-english-2014-year-2-writing-vocabulary-grammar-and-punctuation-learn-how-to-use-grammar-for-year-2-in-english-appendix-2-punctuation


Correct the Sentence Punctuation

1. one warm, sunny day jessica and lilly went to the zoo when they arrived, 
they visited the monkeys 

 

 

2. i like the zoo, said jessica lilly looked up and saw a monkey had stolen her 
lunchbox

 

 

3. do we have any money to buy more food asked jessica

 

 

4. lilly replied no now we dont have anything for lunch

 

 

5. dont worry girls, a voice called from behind them it was the zookeeper, who 
was holding their lunchbox, with a big smile on his face

 

 

Write the correct sentence underneath by adding in capital letters, full stops, ques-
tion marks and inverted commas.

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/ks1-english-2014-year-2-writing-vocabulary-grammar-and-punctuation/ks1-english-2014-year-2-writing-vocabulary-grammar-and-punctuation-learn-how-to-use-grammar-for-year-2-in-english-appendix-2/ks1-english-2014-year-2-writing-vocabulary-grammar-and-punctuation-learn-how-to-use-grammar-for-year-2-in-english-appendix-2-punctuation


L.I. to investigate place value of four-digit numbers. 
 

PROBLEM SOLVING  

Choose your level (a, b or c), remember to follow the problem 

solving steps and show your working out. 

 

 

a) What number is missing from this number line? 

 

 

 

b) What number is missing from this number line? 
 

 

 

 

c) Brandon drew a number line starting at 6987. After adding 

some hundreds, he landed at 7487. 

How many hundreds did he add? 

 

 

a) Aisha partitioned 324 into parts. What might the parts look like? 

 

 

b) Jade partitioned 1265 into parts. What might the parts look like? 

 

 

 

c) Isabel partitioned 5984 into 2 parts. One part had 466 more than the other part. 

What will the parts look like? 

 

 



L.I. to investigate place value of four-digit numbers. 
 

a) Jordan showed this number on his calculator. 862  

He changed it so it became this number. 622  

What did Jordan do to change 862 to 622? 

 

 

b) Katrina showed this number on her calculator. 2303  

She changed it so it became this number. 2543  

What did Katrina do to change 2303 to 2543? 

 

 

c) Brittany showed this number on her calculator. 8536  

She changed it so it became this number. 8836 

Then she changed it so 8836 became this number. 8816 

What did Brittany do to change 8536 to 8836, then to 8816? 

 

 

 

a) There are 324 fruit bats in two groups of trees.  

How many fruit bats might be in each group? 

 

 

b) There are 1324 fruit bats in three groups of trees.  

How many fruit bats might be in each group? 

 

 

c) There are 8324 fruit bats in two groups of trees. 

One tree had 466 more than the other tree.   

How many fruit bats are in each group? 
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Learning Intention: I am learning to predict the effectiveness of a range of throwing 

techniques by testing alternatives to solve a movement challenge   

PE Activity 1 – Throwing golf 

   

1. Create 3 targets that you can safely throw a soft object towards.  Choose a ‘starting 

point’ where you will throw the object from. Place each target at different distances 

from the ’starting point’. 

 

2. Discuss the following predictive questions before beginning each attempt: 

 

a. Which throwing style do you think will be most effective? Why? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

b. Which target will be the easiest to hit? Why? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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3. Throw the object towards the target. You should aim to hit the target. Pick 

up the object from where it landed and throw the object again until the target has 

been hit.  

 

Throwing golf examples   

 

Sport Australia 2019, Playing for life 

 

 

  

4. Record how many throws it took to hit the target. 

How many throws 
did you it take to 
hit the target? 

 

Attempt 1 

Underarm 

throw 

Attempt 2 

Overarm 

throw 

Attempt 3 

2-hand 

overhead 

throw 

Attempt 4 

2-hand 

underhand 

throw 

Attempt 5 

Your own       

throwing      

style 

Target 1      

Target 2      



2 Replace with name of document 

How many throws 
did you it take to 
hit the target? 

 

Attempt 1 

Underarm 

throw 

Attempt 2 

Overarm 

throw 

Attempt 3 

2-hand 

overhead 

throw 

Attempt 4 

2-hand 

underhand 

throw 

Attempt 5 

Your own       

throwing      

style 

Target 3      

 

5. Repeat the challenge 5 times for each of the 3 targets 

 

  

Resources 

A soft object to throw (for example, soft ball, pair of socks, soft toy, scrunched-up 

paper). 

 3 objects or landmarks to create a target for the object to hit (for example, bucket, a 

long piece of string laid in a circle, an ‘X’ formed by two pieces of tape/material, a t-

shirt laid on the ground, a chair/bench, a wall, a tree). 
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PE Activity 2 – Obstacle golf 

    

1. Create 3 targets that you can safely throw a soft object towards.  Choose a ‘starting 

point’ where you will throw the object from. Place each target at different distances 

from the ’starting point’. 

 

2. Choose or create at least one object that will act as an obstacle. The obstacle 

needs to be placed between the ’starting point’ and the target. 

 

3. Discuss the following predictive questions with your teacher or parent/caregiver 

before beginning each attempt. Record your answers below. 

 

a. Which throwing styles will you use in these challenges? Explain when each 

throwing style would be most suitable?  

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

b. How can you adjust your throwing style to change the amount of effort you 

use to throw the object? Why will this be important? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 



4 Replace with name of document 

c. How can you adjust your throwing style to throw your object 

accurately and avoid the obstacle? Why will this be important? Explain how 

you plan to throw your object, for example, over, under, through the obstacle. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Throw the object towards the target. You should aim to hit the target. Pick up the 

object from where it landed and throw the object again until the target has been hit.   

Obstacle golf examples   

 

Sport Australia 2019, Playing for life 

 

 

 

5. Record how many throws it took to hit the target. Repeat the challenge 5 times for 

each of the 3 targets 

How many throws 
did you it take to 
hit the target? 

 

Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3 Attempt 4 Attempt 5 

Target 1      
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How many throws 
did you it take to 
hit the target? 

 

Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3 Attempt 4 Attempt 5 

Target 2      

Target 3      

 Resources  

A soft object to throw (for example, soft ball, pair of socks, soft toy, scrunched-up 

paper). 

 An object or landmark to create a target for the object to hit (for example, bucket, a 

long piece of string laid in a circle, an ‘X’ formed by two pieces of tape/material, a t-

shirt laid on the ground, a chair/bench, a wall, a tree). 







Place Value Challenge
Arrange the given digits to make a number that meets the given criteria.

1. Between 161 and 169:  
6, 1, 7

2. Between 295 and 311: 
9, 2, 9

3. Between 392 and 397: 
5, 3, 9

6. Between 784 and 812: 
8, 5, 7

7. Between 986 and 1000:  
8, 8, 9

8. Between 784 and 876:  
8, 4, 7

9. Between 578 and 811:  
8, 6, 7

5. Between 576 and 601: 
9, 5, 7

4. Between 134 and 189: 
5, 4, 1

H T O H T O H T O

H T OH T OH T O

H T O H T O H T O
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Place Value Challenge
Arrange the given digits to make a number that meets the given criteria.

1. Between 161 and 182:  
6, 1, 7

2. Between 295 and 311: 
9, 2, 8

3. Between 373 and 397: 
8, 3, 9

6. Between 784 and 811: 
8, 9, 7

7. Between 2850 and 2870:  
9, 5, 2, 8

8. Between 1900 and 1930:  
2, 1, 8, 9

9. Between 1000 and 1050:  
0, 1, 2, 4

5. Between 573 and 601: 
6, 5, 7

4. Between 352 and 401: 
2, 6, 3

H T O H T O H T O

H T OH T OH T O

HTH T OHTH T OHTH T O

visit twinkl.com



Place Value Challenge
Arrange the given digits to make a number that meets the given criteria.

1. Between 1234 and 2000:  
2, 1, 8, 9

2. Between 1306 and 1345: 
0, 1, 4, 3

3. Between 1278 and 1299: 
2, 1, 8, 6

6. Between 8764 and 9000: 
2, 1, 8, 8

7. Between 5600 and 5700:  
6, 4, 5, 9

8. Between 5426 and 9843:  
2, 6, 8, 9

9. Between 1234 and 1239:  
2, 1, 3, 8

5. Between 3000 and 3500: 
2, 9, 3, 4

4. Between 2300 and 2456: 
3, 1, 8, 2

HTH T O

HTH T O

HTH T O

HTH T O

HTH T O

HTH T O

HTH T O

HTH T O

HTH T O

visit twinkl.com



Place Value Challenge Answers

1. 167

2. 299

3. 395

4. 145 / 154

5. 579 / 597

6. 785

7. 988

8. 847 / 874

9. 678 / 687 / 768 / 786

1. 167 / 176

2. 298

3. 389

4. 362

5. 576

6. 789 / 798

7. 2859

8. 1928

9. 1024 / 1042

1. 1289 / 1298 / 1829 / 
1892 / 1928 / 1982

2. 1304 / 1340

3. 1286

4. 2318 / 2381

5. 3249 / 3294 / 3429 / 3492

6. 8812 / 8821

7. 5649 / 5694

8. 6289 / 6298 / 6829 / 6892 / 
6982 / 8269 / 8296 / 8629 / 
8692 / 8926 / 8962 / 9268 / 
9286 / 9628 / 9682 / 9826

9. 1238

visit twinkl.com
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